Does the Hong Kong Basic Law promise a liberal constitutional order?

Why does judicial independence matter?

Does the nomination process proposed by Beijing satisfy the requirements of universal suffrage?

Does the Hong Kong National Security Law conform to the ICCPR?

Do non-violent popular protests, with some violence on the margins pose a threat to national security or should this be viewed more as a matter of public order?
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**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:**
1. Does the Hong Kong Basic Law promise a liberal constitutional order?
2. Why does judicial independence matter?
3. Does the nomination process proposed by Beijing satisfy the requirements of universal suffrage?
4. Does the Hong Kong National Security Law conform to the ICCPR?
5. Do non-violent popular protests, with some violence on the margins pose a threat to national security or should this be viewed more as a matter of public order?

**EXTERNAL LINKS & RESOURCES:**
- “Johannesburg Principles” http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/instree/johannesburg.html
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“The tragic loss of Hong Kong’s freedom in 2020 was not a sudden coup, but the latest stage in a gradual extension of Chinese power through both legal and informal means. As a longtime Hong Kong resident, legal expert, and democracy activist, Davis expertly shows how it was done—and why it matters.”

— Andrew J. Nathan, Columbia University

“Anyone who wants to know how Britain’s 1997 Hong Kong ‘handover’ under the innovative ‘One Country, Two Systems’ model became China’s ‘takeover’ of a vibrant city’s freedoms and rule of law must read this invaluable book. Davis, a dynamic scholar, Hong Kong law professor and public intellectual who has spent over three decades not only analyzing but also participating in this struggle between dictatorship and democracy, offers insights and perspectives that illuminate a major challenge to Beijing’s relations with the world.”

— Jerome A. Cohen, New York University